JAZZ PIANO WORKSHOP

PERFORMANCES BY:
ALAN DUPONT
NARE FILIPOSYAN
ROI KARLINSKY
JAKE LANDAU
DANIELLE RADACOSKY-PENTONEY

INTRO TO JAZZ THEORY

COMPOSITIONS BY:
ALEX BURGESS - HILLARY CHASE
WEBB CRAWFORD - JONAH DANIELL
OLIVIA GERBER - LIAM QUINN
LAUREN ROSHAN - TOM THURLOW

PERFORMED BY:
MOWGLI GIANNITTI BASS - NOLAN MARSH DRUMS
JACOB SACKS PIANO

JAZZ ENSEMBLE FOR INSTRUMENTALISTS

CELENE BARRERA - SAXOPHONE
SAM BURHOE - PIANO
MOWGLI GIANNITTI - BASS
SEAN GORDON - TRUMPET
RAIN HAYNES - VIOLIN
ROI KARLINSKY - GUITAR/PIANO
JAKE LANDAU - GUITAR/PIANO
NOLAN MARSH - DRUMS
ELI ZELTZER - GUITAR

DECEMBER 8, 2014
PRESENTATIONS BY THE JAZZ CLASSES LED BY JACOB SACKS